Result of written examination (Computer Based Test) and notice to candidates for Scrutiny of Documents before Interview for the post of Junior Engineer (Electrical) of Haryana Urban Development Authority against Advt. No. 07/2017, Cat No. 30.

On the basis of written examination (Computer Based Test) held on 08.04.2018 for the post of Junior Engineer (Electrical) of Haryana Urban Development Authority, against Advt. No. 07/2017, Cat No. 30, the candidates bearing following Roll Nos. have been called for Scrutiny of Documents provisionally to ascertain eligible candidates and further subject to the fulfillment of their eligibility conditions as per advertisement and service rules.

Advt. No. 07/2017, Cat. No.30, Junior Engineer (Electrical) (Total 11 Posts)

7173000006  7173000079  7173000134  7173000225  7173000335  7173000471  7173000478  7173000532  7173000650  7173000653  7173000672  7173000738  7173000743  7173000773  7173000824  7173000837  7173000857  7173000884  7173000887  7173000983  7173001092  7173001196  7173001201  7173001216  7173001351  7173001519  7173001525  7173001631  7173001753  7173001787  7173002042  7173002112  7173002169  7173002204  7173002235  7173002274  7173002295  7173002455  7173002471  7173002492  7173002515  7173002521  7173002533  7173002585  7173002720  7173002723  7173002806  7173002914  7173002947  7173002994  7173003020  7173003058  7173003064  7173003086  7173003087  7173003234  7173003257  7173003309  7173003322  7173003327  7173003410  7173003489  7173003522  7173003567  7173003599  7173003602  7173003706  7173003734  7173003762  7173003801  7173003891  7173003896  7173003903  7173003906  7173003912  7173003977  7173003992  7173004036  7173004041  7173004153  7173004164  7173004173  7173004238  7173004239

NOTE:-
1. The Scrutiny of Documents of the candidates will be held on **08.09.2018**. The candidates are advised to report at 09.00 A.M. in Commission's office Bays No. 67-70, Sector-2, Panchkula. They are also directed to bring all original documents, set of self attested copies of all documents, one Id Proof and copy of downloaded application form.

2. In case a candidate does not appear for Scrutiny of Documents, he/she will not be considered for Viva-Voce/interview and no further opportunity will be given thereafter.

3. It is important to note that after the scrutiny of documents, if a candidate is found eligible it will not confer any right of interview and candidates only falling within twice the number of vacancies shall be called for interview.

4. While every care has been taken in preparing and uploading the result, possibility of inadvertent/technical errors cannot be ruled out. **The Commission reserves the right to rectify the same later on.**

5. The result is also available on the website of HSSC i.e. www.hssc.gov.in.

Sd/-
(Secretary)
Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Dated:-21.08.2018